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Letters to the Editor. 
[The. ~ditor does not ho~d himself responsible for 

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither 
can he. undertake_ to return, nor to correspond with 
Ike writers of, reJected manuscripts intended jor this 
or any other part of NATURE. No notice is taken 
of anonymoua communications.] 

Stellar Structure. 
IT he.s fre~u~mtly been stated, by myself amongst 

others, that 1t 1s necessary to assume in the inside of 
stars!" temperature_ of the order of mc2/k in order to 
explam the ge~erat1on of energy by the annihilation 
of matter, m bemg the mass destroyed in each process 
o the velocity of light, and k Boltzmann's constant'. 
This letter is written in order to make clear that this 
888Ump~i?n ~snot necessary. It is perfectly true that 
the eqwbbrmm const~nt of a process, subject to the 
laws of thermodynamics, is of the order e-,fkT , the 
energ of the process in this case, of course, being equal 
to me . The equilibrium constant does not however 
determine t~e ~eneration of energy. What one i~ 
concerned with m the case of a star is the rate at which 
energy is ~roduced ; in other words, if one presup
po~es the simplest process of annihilation, the rate at 
whi~h _protons -~d electrons disappear in the form of 
rad1at1on. This 1s analogous to the rate of chemical 
reaction, not to the equilibrium constant of a revers
ible reaction. 

In most chemical processes the rate of reaction is 
governed by the number of molecules activated per 
seco~d, which again dep~nds upon the number of 
particles the energy of which exceeds a certain value 
say, •i· This number is proportional to e-•,fkT and on~ 
there!ore finds, ~o:1ghly speaking, that the 'rates of 
reaction are negligible unless the temperature is such 
t~at the mean energy <;>f the molecule is comparable 
With the energy of excitation. Since this activation 
energ_y is usually of thE:J sa~e order as the energy of the 
reaction, the conclusion 1s often extended without 
great inaccuracy to the total energy of the process. 

In the case under consideration, the annihilation of 
protons and_ ele?trons, it seems difficult to imagine any 
form of exc1tat10n, !l,Ild the rate at which it proceeds 
can therefore scarcely depend upon a function of this 
type. Presumably, in such collisions as are effective 
certain circumstances, which occur but rarely, have t~ 
be fulfilled. When ~hese are fulfilled, and they may 
not be sue~ as req~m=: any high velocities, matter is 
converted u~t? radiat10n ; in the vast majority of 
cases, a colhs1on has no such result. If this view is 
correct, the rate of annihilation and therefore the rate 
of generation of energy, will depend in the first in
stance on th~ n~ber of colli~ions per second, which 
o_f course vanes with t,he density and with something 
like the_ square root of the temperature ; and in the 
second mstance, upon the special circumstances which 
render a collision effective, and which may, or may not, 
depend upon the temperature. In either event the 
simple exp<?nential expression is not applicable, and 
the oonclus10n that Il1:atter can only be annihilated 
end energy produced m stars where interiors are at 
temperatures of the order mc2 /k, that is l·l x 10m 
degrees, is valid. ' 

It would be ~rue if the matter-radiation equilibrium 
been attamed and any further production re

qwted a change in the equilibrium constant. It is in
~orre~t if the system has not reached equilibrium, for 
m this cas? thermodynamical reasoning is insufficient 
to determme the rate at which equilibrium will be 
approached. F . A. LINDEMANN. 

Clarendon Laboratory, 
Oxford, Feb. 5. 
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REFERRING to Sir James Jeans's letter in NATURE 
?f Jan. 17, p. 89, I may say that I fully acknowledged 
m my paper of November 1929 (Mon . Not. Roy. Ast. 
S?c., 90, p ._ 2~) that Sir James was the first to recog
mse the prmmple that the mass Mand luminosity L 
of a star are independent variables as regards steady 
state considera!,ions. On ~- 53 of that same paper 
(a pagl: of which Jeans himself quotes in another 
connexion) I made a general reference of obligation 
to his work. In my last paper (Mon. Not. Roy. Ast. 
Soc., _91) I _build on Jeans's permanent contributions 
to smence m three places, mentioning him by name 
(pp. 4, ~. 51). I coul~ not, however, adduce any of 
~he specific results of his theory of stellar equilibrium 
1~ support of my conclusions, for they are totally 
different ; and I could not contrast his results with 
mine without venturing to discuss his mathematics. 

I cannot assent to J eans's mathematics because 
his theory of stellar equilibrium is in form~l contra
dic~ion ~th hi~ own (L, M) independence principle. 
It 1s an _1mmediate consequence of this principle that 
for a given mass M in equilibrium the ratio x of 
gas pressure to radiation pressure may have any 
value what~ver between zero and infinity, depending 
on the arbitrarily assigned L. This is fundamental 
in my analysis. According to J eans (" Astronomy 
and Cosmogony", pp. 88, 89) X is small for large 
~asses and large for small masses, and is calculable 
m te~s of M Cl;'· 97). J~ns may claim the principle, 
but his theory is not consistent with it. 

The point of my analysis is the construction of 
co~fi~urations which satisfy the (L, M) independence 
prmc1ple, even for models for which K7/ is constant. 
The special properties attributed to these models by 
both Jeans and Ed~ingto~ then disappear, and the 
new general properties which emerge (explaining as 
they do why some stars are very dense and others 
not) are shared by other models, since they depend 
only 1;1pon the <?ccurrence of th_e centr_al singularity 
r = 0 m a certam system of differential equations. 
Jeans uses throughout Emden's solutions which 
possess no singularities. ' 

As regards the branching-out of solutions near the 
boundary of a star, Jeans is considering a variety of 
models. For any one model, the solution is unique 
up_ to the boundary The work of Mr. Fowler, Mr. 
Fairclough, and myself published in Mon. Not. Roy. 
Ast. Soc., 91 \NoveII1;b~r 1930), discusses the family 
of_ such solut~ons ar1smg from Emden's equation ; 
with any ~efin~te configurat_1on, of arbitrarily assigned 
mass, lummos1ty, and opacity, there is associated one 
member of the family of solutions, selected by a 
boundary condition w)lich ensures that the boundary 
lay~rs, of the prescribed opacity, enclose M and 
radiate L. E. A. MILNE. 

Wadham College, Oxford, 
F eb. 5. 

Generalisations and Modern Cosmoionies. 

PROF. R. A. MILLIK.<\N in his retiring presidential 
address of the American Association for the Advance
m ent of Science (NATURE, Jan. 31 , p . 167), refers 
to the assumption "that the radiation laws which 
seem ~o us to hold here cannot possibly have any 
~xcept1on a~Yw:here" as ·' precisely the sort of sweep
mg generahsat10n that has led us physicists into 
err?r half a dozen times during the past century ". 
TI1;1s emboldens me to ask again whether there is any 
ev1~e~ce :whate".'er f_or the uniform propagation of 
radiation m all clirect10ns in space from a sun or a star 
I as~e<! it (,N::TURE, _No~. 29, 1~13, p. 339} at the tim~ 
of :~,b~hkan s ~t1:1 s1~ruficant discovery", when radio_
act1v1ty was mdrnatmg the necessity of extending 
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